Umoja Book List: Best New Reads for Black History Month

So Tall Within: Sojourner Truth's Long Walk Toward Freedom by Gary Schmidt

Hidden Figures: The True Story of Four Black Women and the Space Race by Margot Lee Shetterly

The Journey of York by Hasan Davis

Blacksmith’s Song by Elizabeth Van Steenwyck

Schomburg: The Man Who Built a Library by Carole Boston Weatherford

Betty Before X by Ilyasah Shabazz

The Journey of Little Charlie by Christopher Paul Curtis

Ghost Boys by Jewell Parker Rhodes

The Parker Inheritance by Varian Johnson

The Stars Beneath Our Feet by David Barclay Moore

Sunny (also Ghost and Patina) by Jason Reynolds

The 57 Bus: The True Story of Two Teenagers and the Crime That Changed Their Lives by Dashka Slater

Rebound by Kwame Alexander